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Introduction

Why Stackgenie?

Business Transformation Success

At Stackgenie, we help our clients achieve business transformation success by combining 
proven industry talent expertise with project and service ownership, delivery and reporting. 
Making sure their projects and services are done right, and on time.

We assist our clients in everything from corporate planning and consultancy to 
implementation and transition operations. We are familiar with the governance, practical, 
budgetary and resource/ skills restrictions that organisations face and have developed 
successful solutions to manage these constraints as part of all our client engagement.



Our Strategic

Technology Partnerships



Stackgenie

Major focus area

Cloud Platform Build and Migration
Prime your business for scalable and accelerated growth through 
cost-optimized cloud platform solutions. Partner with us to 
harness the power of unlimited cloud computing.

Security and DevSecOps
Experience the security of protected software development 
without compromising on agility. Partner with us for faster 
innovation with security.

Kubernetes as a Service
When you partner with Stackgenie, you gain access to tried-
and-true best practices for all facets of Kubernetes-based 
operations.

Managed Services
Elevate your potential to innovate and race ahead of the 
competition by expanding your team of reliable IT experts. 
Access cost-optimized solutions to augment your team 
power.



Our Strategic

Acceleration Strategy



What is Kubernetes

And What we do?

Businesses today are moving to containers and Kubernetes to improve delivery metrics, accelerate
digital transformation, and decrease time to market. This transition to a modern application
framework often leaves businesses struggling with challenges — from having to balance streamlining
the delivery of critical applications and infrastructure with delivering meaningful results to their
customers and shareholders. .

We automate end-to-end delivery pipeline across multi-cloud platforms for faster time to market,
increased efficiency and reduced cost. Our Kubernetes solutions assist businesses in quickly and
reliably achieving their objectives while delivering high-quality software-based goods and services.
With the help of Stackgenie's extensive Kubernetes engineering services, you can achieve your
business objectives by creating applications at the speed of business.



Kubernetes Consulting Service

by Certified experts

The goal of the Kubernetes consulting is to identify more effective techniques for managing connected, dispersed
components across various infrastructures. Stackgenie, the No.1 Kubernetes Consulting Services and K8s Solutions
provider in the UK helped many organizations across the world to streamline their CD/CI process.

Improved Application 
Development

IT Cost Optimization

POC– Agile, scalable

Containerize Monolithic
Applications



Managed Kubernetes Service

by Certified experts

Stackgenie offers Managed Kubernetes Services with Observability, which includes monitoring, deployment, 
and optimized use of Kubernetes in complicated environments. 

Kubernetes Consulting and Advisory Managed 24*7 Cluster Services

Enterprise-Grade Security

Streamline Operations and 
Enhance Resource Efficiency

Hybrid Multi-Cloud Solutions

Multi-cluster Management



Kubernetes Engineering Service

by Certified experts

We offer a hands-free, hassle-free Kubernetes deployment service. Along with designing and implementing
Kubernetes, our team collaborates with your in-house engineers to onboard and teach them so they can
effectively operate cluster-based container systems.

Adaptive Kubernetes Solutions 

Uninterruptible Kubernetes deployment 

Multiple Platform Support 

Site Reliability Engineering Services

No matter where your integration of Kubernetes and containers is at the
moment, you can rely on us to bring the necessary skills and resources
to help you reach your modernization objectives. We offer Kubernetes
deployment and support services for all significant cloud and container
platforms.

Our infrastructure and operations teams deliver a speedy, secure, and 
production-ready Kubernetes implementation. 

Every organization has different requirements and procedures, and
when designing your Kubernetes architecture, our engineers will
consider both your present and foreseeable workload requirements.

Managed services to guarantee the availability of your
infrastructure and mission-critical applications with mutually
agreed-upon SLO, SLI, and SLA.



Our Certification &

Specialization

Kubernetes Certified 
Service Provider

100+ Kubernetes 
Clusters Managed

Certified Kubernetes 
Administrators (CKA)



Our Key Steps In

Your K8s Journey

Starting
The Containerisation

Initiative

Construct a
Containerisation strategy

which is future-proof.

Integrate Infrastructure
with CI/CD tools

Package 
and 

Deploy

Automate testing
(Align QA with Dev)

Track the 
application 

performance 



THANK YOU


